Shemesh Smashes Sauce Production for Yellowbird with
100ppm Filling, Capping and Labelling Line.
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Yellowbird Foods has experienced rapid growth since they debuted at a local
farmers’ market in 2013.Yellowbird's rise to the top came as they built a reputation for quality, from their
meticulous production methods to every flavour-packed millilitre of the final product.
Yellowbird® are famous for packing their sauces with fresh fruits and vegetables to create sauces that are
smoother but also more viscose than standard sauces. They also pride themselves on consistency of flavour,
meaning every bottle of sauce packs a punch with their signature bold and spicy flavours.
Now a top 10 sauce supplier on Amazon, the dramatic increase in demand for their fresh tasting spicy condiments
soon necessitated an increase in production. But with such meticulous standards in product quality, sourcing
equipment capable of achieving production consistency at high throughput would be no easy task. Thankfully,
Yellowbird® found Shemesh Automation.
With over 30 years’ experience delivering high-end turnkey packaging lines to manufacturers all over the
world, Shemesh was able to deliver a sauce filling, capping and labelling solution that offered Yellowbird®
an enhanced throughput of 100ppm, whilst ensuring the highest standards in product consistency, hygiene
and efficiency.
The featured line included Shemesh’s flagship dynamic duo – STRATUM II and THORO II. STRATUM II, an
advanced in-line double servo driven automatic liquid filling machine and THORO II, a robust servo-driven cam
designed double station capper, specifically designed to provide super-accurate, leak free capping were ideally
suited to Yellowbird’s requirements.
The capacity and speed of each unit
afforded the client the ability to seamlessly
fulfil each product range with minimal
downtime between runs, thus reducing
costly capital outlays, space and utility
consumption associated with multi
production lines. STRATUM’s empirical
ability to negotiate a wide range of
viscosities meant the Yellowbird® sauces
retained their enticingly smooth mouth feel
and famous fresh punchy flavour.
The line also included Shemesh’s flagship
labelling machine - the LWA Series – which
delivered ultra-accurate wraparound labelling
to apply the finishing touch to Yellowbird®s famous bottles
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Kevin Uplinger, COO of Yellowbird® commented: “Our significant growth in recent years made it essential for
us to increase our production capabilities in order to address the demand for our sauces. Selecting the
manufacturer for such a line is one of the most important decisions you can make. Of course, enhanced
production capacity is important but even more so is the integrity of our product. Ensuring that our selected
manufacturer understood the importance of maintaining the quality of our sauces throughout the packaging
process was absolutely paramount.
The experience Shemesh has demonstrated during their 30 years of serving premium food brands was therefore
highly significant in our decision to work with them on the project. I’m delighted to say that we made the right
choice as Shemesh has delivered on all fronts – from the efficiency of the process to the quality of the final
product, we couldn’t be happier. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Shemesh to any other manufacturer who
wants to increase their production capacity without compromising on product quality.”
Bob Green, Sales Director - North America, Shemesh USA, Inc. commented: “Yellowbird® and Shemesh
actually enjoy many similarities as businesses - from experiencing rapid growth in a relatively short space of
time, to our mutual determination to never compromise on quality. I believe these shared experiences and values,
together with our depth of experience in providing such high-quality machinery to some of the world’s biggest
names, has helped to make this partnership the success it has been. I’m incredibly proud to see the impact
Shemesh machines are already having at Yellowbird® – helping them to meet the demand for their amazing
product whilst also reducing waste, utility consumption, and changeover time within an ergonomic production
centre footprint.”
With the new Shemesh USA, Inc. sales, service and parts distribution facility opening in Green Bay, Wisconsin
during the second quarter this year, Yellowbird Foods, and all of our North American customers, will benefit
from expedited, local technical service and parts in the future. Our goal is simply, top quality customer service
without compromise.
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CEO, Shemesh Automation
Sales Director - North America, Shemesh USA Inc.
COO, Yellowbird®

For media enquiries and to arrange interviews please contact:
Anna Kingsley, CMO – Shemesh Automation: anna.k@shemeshautomation.com

For more information please see this video of the line: https://vimeo.com/463030114
Photos: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fm8e1wzv82maxzu/AADrYw2_iVAvpLlTAcwXtuRba?dl=0
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About Shemesh Automation:
With over 30 years’ in the industry, Shemesh Automation is a global leader in the high-end packaging and assembly
machinery and industrial automation appliances manufacturing arena. Currently under second-generation management,
the family-owned business, supports over 1400 assets in over 30 countries around the world. Its nonwovens arm,
Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes (www.sawetwipes.com) is a global pioneer in nonwovens downstream packaging
equipment with cutting-edge technology positioned at the very forefront of the industry. Shemesh is represented in 13
countries around the world with offices in the US, UK, France and Israel. Its London-based office coordinates global
ops and its Israeli office takes advantage of the incredible local engineering talent and innovation. Shemesh’s unique
combination of UK customer-centric service with an Israeli startup mentality to push the technical boundaries, plus the
use of top-notch parts from German manufacturers has greatly contributed to its success. “We don’t just see ourselves
as a company which builds cutting-edge machinery, but instead we want to become your partner for a long and
successful journey. As such, we pay particular attention to our after-sales to ensure we provide a premium service. “Let
us build your vision” is not just our slogan. Simply put, this is what we do, day-in day-out” - Eli Shemesh, Founder.
More info at: www.shemeshautomation.com

About Yellowbird:
Headquartered in Austin, Texas,
Yellowbird Foods has experience rapid
growth since their first debut in 2013 at
the local farmers market to become one
of America's leading makers of
condiments and a top 10 sauce supplier
on Amazon. Yellowbird Products are
now also available in retail grocery
stores. Made with real ingredients, deep
in the heart of Texas, and never
watered-down, each and every
Yellowbird hot sauce is packed with
fresh fruits and veggies to create a
thicker, smoother consistency,
combining fresh flavour with a heavy
heatwave. Sauce responsibly, always
use a condiment. Forget traditional –
let’s get wild! More info
at: www.Yellowbirdsauce.com.
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